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INTRODUCTION 
In the fie1d of aerial photography, particularly in its 
application to the role of military reconnais~ance 3 a problem of 
increasing importance is that of the use of small format cameras. 
This thesis presents a practical laboratory and in-flight study 
of that problem. 
Before defining the term "small forrmt" cameras 9 or as they 
are often called, "miniat ure'' aerial cameras 3 the term "standard" 
aerial calll9ra nust be defined. 
Aerial Photography began in World War I. At that time 3 its 
product consisted primarily of pictures taken with hand-held~ 
press cameras where the operator perfonned the dual function of 
photographer and camera mount. In the period between the two 
World Wars 8 the techniques of aerial photography made very gradual 
advances in an atmosphere not particularly conducive to advance-
ment. Ai rcraft were yet t o realize their potential and airbor ne 
photography was limitedo However, work was being accomplished 
and during the early l930s 3 the 9 X 9 inch format was evo l ved and 
acceptede This size became tm standard and, more or less~ 
remains so today. 
Using the large format cameras , aerial photography advanced 
in conjunction with air power and with the advent of the second 
World War, its full value was realized along with the appreciation 
of the military potential of aircraf·b. Immediately prior to and 
during the war~ it was employed extensively in the military field. 
1 
Likewise 9 photography from the air found many peacetime 
applications; forestry , mapping, city planning, geology and 
otherso 
Design and development of aerial cameras during and after 
the war were concerned primarily with the 9 X 9 inch or larger 
formatso The pr~mise appeared to be == to get a better picture ~ 
build a bigger camerao This premise enmuntered serious 
difficulties in the design of cameras for the high speed 9 h igh 
a l t itude - but very compact- ai r craft of the j et ageo 
Because of the increasingly severe size and weight limita-
tions of modern military aircraftD a trend has developed toward 
the small format camerao Miniaturization, therefore 0 entails a 
r eduction of size of normal opt ical systems without compromising 
information capacity o 
If an arbitrary standard i s set at a format of 9 X 9 inches , 
miniaturization comprises any aerial camera smaller than this 
standar do In general, though0 existing designs are limited to 
using film widths of 5 inches 0 4! inches and 70 millimeters o 
Thi s thesis comprises experimental work done under a Boston 
Uni versity Physical Research Laboratories project concerned with 
the total problem of miniaturizationo The Aerial Reconnaissance 
Laboratory of the Wright Ai r Development Center, Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base h Ohio, is also doing research in miniaturizationo 
The United States Navy, whose extensive carrier operations 
absolutely preclude the use of large aircraft is particularly alert 
to the proble~o Their work is done at Anacostia Naval Air Station~ 
Mary lando 
2 
One of the paramount questions which arises in the considera-
tion of miniaturization i s whether information capacity can be 
maintained. Strategic reconnaissance, today, has become; so 
complex and so important that more and more information is re -
quired from each pictureo If mini aturization cannot 3 at leas t 3 
match the capacity of the standard aerial camera systems 3 t hen a 
very serious defici ency exists in ito The work described in this 
thesis provides a reassuring answer to this question. 
3 
4 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The principal aspect o£ this problem was to compare a 70 X 70 mm$ 
P-2 canera with a sta."l'ldard Air Force 9 X 9 inch camera by means of 
aerial photography , using a number of photographic emulsionso Two 
lenses were available for each camera, an 80 mm and a 150 mm for 
the P-2 and a 6rt and a 12" for t he K~l7 .; the e£fects of the different 
focal lengths were to be studied. In addition tn the two cameras and 
their lenses, four film types were employed: Eastman Kodak ' s Aero 
Super-XX, Aero Super XX (so 1121), Plus-X and Panatomic-X. This 
group provided a series of emulsions ranging from a slow, fine-grained 
film to a fasts coarser-grained film . Exposure and processing were 
also varied; exposure, by means of the f/stops, and development ~ by 
processing time an:l developer type. Three developers were used ~ 
D-76, a moderately energetic~ fine-grained developer and D-19 and 
D-11, both energetic, high contrast developers. 
Thi s ~~esis is, therefore, limited to the results obtained f r om 
two cameras which, of courses do not cover the ent i re field of 
miniature cameras or of standard cameras. The two cameras which 
were used» however~ are fairly representative of their classes. 
The photographic deterioration due to vibration and aircraft 
movement was not individually considered, but on the other hand, it 
was held to a minimum by the use of a gyro-stabilized mount. The 
problem of aircraft photographic windows was avoided by simply not 
using oneo Atmospheric conditions were "controlled" to the extent 
that missions were flown only on good to excellent photographic days. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The procedures followed in this experinent were in accordance 
with accepted aerial and laboratory practi ces and we r e i3tan de.rdized 
thr-oughout whe r ever possibleo As a matter of conveniences they 
will be separated into headings each of which will describe a more 
or less independent phase. These are 9 Came·ras and Mounts, Films, 
Flight Tests~ Developers and Processing o 
A. CAMERAS AND MOUNTS 
The 70 X 70 mm photographs were made with a modified P~2 Strike 
Camera manufactured and loaned by Jo A. Maurer, Inc.~ 3701 31st 
Street, Long Island Cityi New Yorko It was chosen for three 
reasons: availability, optical quality of the two specially 
installed lenses and its 70 X 70 nnn formato 
The P~2 camera with a 50 1 l!J8.gazine end film in place weighs 6 
pounds 9 6! ounces, its longest dimension (without lenses) is 9.6 
inches and its widest is 4 inches. The adapter for the A-28 mount 
adds approximately 3! pounds o The camera is shavm in Figures 1 and 
2 o Figure ~ is a pho in graph of' the P-2 i n ple. ce 9 in the A~28 mom1t .. 
The camera operates on 28 volt aircraft current at shutter 
speeds of 1/500, 1/1000 or 1/2000 second. The focal plane shutter 
may be held in an open position, for focussing, with a manual control. 
Firing is accomplished through an intervalometers Type B-3B, and 
through a ape cial RC circuit which shortens the pulse duration and 
adapts the camera to single exposure or intervalometer use. Late r 
models of the P-2 are now adapted by the factory to single exp osure 
5 
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Fig.2 
Figure 3. The P-2 Camera in the A-28 Mount 
or to inte rvalometer control& 
The lenses used with the camera we r e 80 mm and 1 50 mm, f/2.-8 
Schneider Xenotars, of Germa n manuf acture . The field coverage is 
0 
41° across the s id es and 56 across the diagonaL These l en s es 
a re not supplied to the Air For ce as stan dard optics$ but are two 
of many which Maurer~ Inc. is ac~~ally using or tes ting~ 
15 1 , 50 1 and 100 1 rragazines a.re nvai l able and take 70 rnm 
film, Specification AN-F-40, MILSTD 33525 perfo rations. The 
fi lm advances 14 perforations or 2.618 in~~es per frame. 
For comr:arison purposes, additional photographs were taken 
with a s tandar d 9 X 9 inch f'onnat, K-17 aeria l camera~ Both 6n 
and 12 11 netrogon lenses were used. 
To minimize the effects of e.ircre.ft moverrent, an A- 28 gry o -
stabilized mount was used at al l time s. In order to eliminate an 
additional potential sour ce of image degradation, the pho tographic 
window was removed from the aircraft. 
B. F IL1ti\S 
Four Ea stman Kodak Company films, Aer o Super - XX (RwP . ), Aero 
Super-:XX (S0- 1121), Plus..:.x: and Panatomic-X we re used. These f our 
were chosen to provide a range of emulsion char acteristics for 
comparison. They are discussed individua lly be lovr. 
Aero Super-XX (R.P.) is a high speed (Exposure Index 100) film 
specifically designed for aerial photog raphy. It is normally 
1 developed to gammas between 1.3 and L 8, depending on the existing 
1.. Gamma. is defined as the tangent of the linear portion of the 
photographic Characteristic Curve, wh ere in Density i s plotted against 
Log Exposure . It may range from 0~6 to 5 or mo re ~ depending on 
emulsion type and development ~ 
9 
subject contrast. Its speed and contrast are acceptable for aerial 
work, but its grain leaves much to be desired. 
Aero Super-XX (S0-1121) (Expo~ure Index approximately 80) was 
designed, like Aero-XX, for aerial work, particularly at high 
altitudes, and is at present an experimental emulsion. S0-1121 is 
capable of high contrast and of gammas up to 2.6. By variations in 
developers and development time, the gamma and contrast may be 
altered considerably. In terms of graininess, it is superior to 
Aero-xx. 
Plus-X (Exposure Index 80) is a moderately fine-grained film 
and one of the most widely used emulsions in photography, though not 
in aerial photography. Its grain and reasonably high exposure index 
suit it admirably to a role as an all-purpose film. However, its 
sensitivity in the red is roughly half that of films specifically 
designed for aerial pho in graphy. Ordinarily, it is processed to 
gammas between 0.6 and 0.9. 
Panatomic-X is a fine-grained, moderate speed (Exposure Index 
25) and contrast film. Although this speed is considered to be slow 
for aerial work, the higher lens speeds available with snall cameras 
make its use feasible and its inherent fine grain also permits 
forced development without undue resolution losses. It is normally 
processed to gamrras between 0.7 and 1.0. It, like Plus-X, has less 
red sensitivity than aerial emulsions. 
The films were exposed at several different f/stops and 
processed in three d i fferent developers for various times. This 
provided a variety of negatives from under-exposed, under - developed 
10 
to over-exposed 9 over-developed. The processing and developers are 
discussed in detail latero 
Sensitometric strips for each film type were exposed and 
processed in the same developers and for the same times o A 
difficulty was encountered here since this processing, like the 
processing of the aerial films s was done in Nikor tanks. 
Although these tanks are satisfactory for general work~ development 
in them is ratmr 1m.even for sensitometric work, causing erratic 
densitometer readings and some "roughness" in the plotted curves. 
The entire process was repeated and it is believed that the fiml 
results are reasonably close, or as close as possible under these 
conditions, to true curves. T~ curves are reproduced in Figures 4 
through 15, and tP~ results in terms of fog level, gamma3 maximum 
density and ~ gannna2 speed are given in Table I. (!-gannna speed was 
used in accordance with accepted practice at the U. s. Air Force 
Aerial Reconnaissance Laboratory.) 
Co FLIGHr TESTS 
The majority of the flight tests were performed in a B-26 type 
aircraft provided by the 652lst Test Squadron (Support), 6520th 
Test Group (Support), Laurence Go Hanscom Field, Bedford9 Masso 
One mission was flown in a B-50 type aircraft. 
All photographs were taken over t~ Boston University Physical 
Research Laboratories, Boston, Mass. in order to utilize the high 
contrast resolution targets painted on the r oof. 
2o !-gamma speed = o5/E, where E is the exposure in meter - candle-
seconds at a point on t he D log E curve where the gradient is 
equal to one-half of t he gamma. 
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TABLE I 
SENS ITOMETRIC DATA 
FILM & DEVELOPER TIME GAMMA i GA~~ SPEED FOG LEVEL 
S0 - 1121 10 min .76 52 0.09 
D-76 7 .68 56 0.07 
4 .41 40 0.06 
S0-1121 10 1.62 81 0. 10 
D-19 7 1.,48 72 0.10 
4 1.32 76 0.07 
SO-ll21 7 1o30 66 0.08 
D-11 4 1.00 32 0.06 
Aero-XX 10 min 0 . 72 47 0 .. 12 
D-76 7 0.46 52 0 . 10 
4 0.32 29 0.08 
Aero-XX: 10 1.34 91 0.14 
D-19 7 1.17 78 0.12 
4 0.81 78 0.09 
Aero-ll 7 1.00 62 0.10 
D-11 4 0.83 27 0.10 
Plus -X 10 min 0.58 86 0. 24 
D-76 7 0.58 66 0.21 
4 0 . 38 66 0.21 
Plus-X 10 1.08 95 0.23 
D-19 7 1.00 110 0.22 
4 0.90 100 Oo20 
P1us-X 7 0.89 110 0.20 
D-11 4 0.79 86 0.20 
Pe.n-X 10 min 0.78 43 0 .21 
D-76 7 0.54 43 0.20 
4 0.46 37 0.18 
Pan-X 10 1.29 38 0.21 
D-19 7 1.18 28 0.19 
4 0.98 42 0.17 
Pan-X '1 1.12 21 0.19 
D-11 4 0.97 21 0.19 
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When possible, altitudes of approximately 5000 1 , 10,000 1 and 
20,000' were flown, the latter tvm with SO-ll2l and Pa.natomic-X 
i.n particular~ Weatrer conditions and flight safety did not always 
permit maintenance of the desired altitudes. 
Because of the slow shutter speeds of the K-17 camera, 1/300 
second with i:he 6" lens and 1/225 sec ond with the 12" lens, the 
aircraft was flown with flaps and gear down when it was used. 
This reduced the airspeed by about 60 mph and helped to compensate 
for the greater image motion with these slower shutters. 
D • DEVE 1D PERS 
As with the films, the developers were chosen to provide a 
variety of results. Thew include a moderately energetic, fine-
grained developer, a high-contrast developer and a standard Air 
Force high-energy developer. They are also Eastman Kodak products 
and are: D-76 (.Air Force Type DL D-11 and D-19 (Air Force Type B). 
D-19 is a high speed, high contrast developer frequently used 
in aerial photography. Its formula is: 
Water •...•••••••••••••• 500 cc 
Metol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 gniB 
Sodium Sulfite ••••••••• 90 gms 
Hydroguinone ••••••••••• 8 gms 
Sodium Carbonate ••••••• 525 gms 
Pote.ssium Bromide...... 5 gms 
Water to make •••••••••• 1 liter 
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D-ll is a high speed, high con,trast developer generally used for 
process work. Its formula is: 
Water •...... ~ ...•..••.• 500 cc 
]A:e to 1 o o ••. o • o o o •• o • • • o • • 1 gm 
Sodium Sulfite ••••••••• 75 gms 
Hydroquinone ••••••••••• 8 gms 
Sodium Carbonate •.•••.• 
(monohydrated) ••••••• 
Potassium Bromide •• o ••• 
water to make .••.••..•• 
30 g:IM 
5 gms 
1 liter 
D-76 is a moderately fine-grained developer yielding normal 
speeds and contrast. Its formula is: 
E. PROCESSING 
Water •.•••• • ..•••.•.••• 750 cc 
Metal •••• o.. . • • . • . • • • • . 2 gms 
Sodium Sulfite ••••••••• 100 gms 
Hydroquinoneo·••••••••• 5 gms 
Bo re.:x: •• o. o •• o •• o ••••••• o 2 gms 
Water to make ••••••• eo. 1 liter 
The films were processed in Nikor tanks for 4• 7 and 10 minutes 
in D-76 and D-19, and for 4 and 7 minutes in D-11. The temperature 
0 
was 68 F. Agitati on was for 10 seconds every minute. Stop bath, 
fixing and washirg was in accordance with accepted darkroom 
pra.ctices. 
The prin·t:;s were proceesed in Dektol and the positive tram1-
perenciee in D-19 under the conditions recommended by the 
manufacturer. Again, stop bath, fixing and washing were standard. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
All of the aerial photographe were made over the Boston University 
Physical Research Laboratories in order to utilize the resolution 
targets painted on the roof e These targets are high contrast line 
targets based on the factor of reduction of ~ for each set of 
six lines comprising a unit of three horizontal lines and three 
vertical lines. (For the purpose of this report$ the lines 
paralleling the length of the building are termed the vertical sets 
and those perpend icular to the length of the building the horizontal). 
All of the six lines (three vertical~ three horizontal) comprising a 
unit are of the same width. Table II gives the line widths in 
inches and the reciprocal of the widths for each of the unitso 
Unit Number 1 is missing from the groupo 
The smallest resolved unit was read from each negative, print 
or transparency, as the case may be, by two experienced analysts of 
the Boston University Physical Research Laboratories' staff. The 
reading is performed with the aid of a binocular microscope with 
variable magnifications of 6~ 15 and 30 times. The magnification 
used for ~1y reading is ent irely dependent upon the preference of 
the analyst~ the analyst using whichever magnification yields the 
highest unit number. (As a matter of interest, the writer generally 
prefers the 15 times magnificationo The 6 times magnification is 
not sufficient, particularly on negatives taken at the higher 
altitudes or with the shorter focal length lenses, and at 30 times 
magnification, the film or paper grain seems to detract from, or 
Ul'HT 
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TABLE II 
RESOLUTION TARGETS 
AT 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
WIDTH OF SINGLE LINE 
(inches) 
Missing 
21 3/8 
19 
17 
15 1/8 
13 1/2 
12 
10 5/8 
9 1/2 
8 1/2 
7 1/2 
6 3/4 
6 
5 3/8 
4 3/4 
4 1/4 
3 3/4 
3 3/8 
3 
2 5/8 
2 3/8 
2 1/8 
1 7/ 8 
1 lx16 
1 1 2 
1 5/16 
1,/w 
RECIPROCAL 
Missing 
.04678 
.05263 
.05882 
.06611 
.07407 
.08333 
.09411 
.10526 
.11765 
.13333 
.14815 
.16666 
.18605 
.21053 
.23529 
.26666 
.29630 
.33333 
.38095 
.42105 
.47059 
.53333 
.59259 
.66666 
.76190 
interfere, with the reading). 
The negatives ani transparencies were read by transmitting 
light and the prints were read by reflected light. 
After reading by the two analysts, the results are averaged 
and the resolution in lines per millimeter computed as follows: 
R :; (A/50.8) (F) (ljw) 
where, 
R = Resolution, lines/mm 
A = Altitude, feet 
F ·- Focal Length, feet 
l;W • Reciprocal of the single 
line width in inches 
29 
(l) 
The factor, 50.8, is a conversion factor from inches to millimeters, 
i.e., 25.4 mm/inch multiplied by 2 7 the number of lines in a set of 
one white line and one black line. 
In order to obtain a more precise figure for the altitude in 
Equation l, than that which can be read from an aircraft altimeter, 
the altitude of each series of negatives from each flight test was 
computed by measuring the image sizes on the negatives of knmvn 
ground objects. The true altitude could then be calculated from: 
Altitude = (Object Size) (Focal Length) 
(Image Size) 
The computed resolutions, vertical (parallel to the length of 
the building), horizontal (perpendicular to the length of the 
building) and average are given for each series in Table III A 
through .!£ Mo 
TABLE III 
EXPOSURE, PROCESSING AND RESOLUTION DATA FOR THE 
NEGATIVES OF FOUR FILMS IN THE P-2 AND K-17 CAMERAS 
III-A 
Film .•.••••••••• Panatomic-X 
Camera . ... ... ... .. P-2 
Focal Length •••• o80 mm 
Fra~ Developer & Time f / stop 
No. 
l D-76 4 min f/5 .. 6 
2 ll ll f/8 
3 II II i/11 
4 II 7 min f/5.6 
5 t! II f/8 
6 n 10 min f/5.6 
7 t! II f/8 
8 II n f/ll 
9 D-19 4 min r'/5.6 
10 II II f/8 
11 II n f/11 
12 II 7 min f/5.6 
13 II " f/8 
14 II II f/11 
*15 II 10 min f/5.6 
*16 t! II f/8 
*17 tl tl f/11 
*18 D-11 4 min f/5.6 
*19 II II f/8 
*20 t! II r'/11 
*21 " 7 min f/5 .. 6 
*22 t! II f/8 
*23 II 11 i/11 
Filter •••••••••••• Yellow 
Shutter Speed ••••• 1/1000 Second 
Altitude ••••••••• 4150 & *5060 Feet 
Resolution Average 
(lines/nm) Resolution 
v H (lines/mn) 
92.,2 83.0 87.6 
46 .,1 51.9 49.4 
73.3 73.3 73.3 
83.0 83.0 83~ 0 
65.5 73.3 69 .. 4 
46.1 36.6 4lo3 
57.9 65.5 61.7 
73.3 83 .3 78.3 
51.9 65.5 58.7 
41.5 92.2 66.9 
73.3 83.0 78.1 
46.1 46.1 46.1 
65.5 57.9 61.7 
57.9 57.9 57.9 
50.6 89 .3 69.9 
70.6 63.3 66.9 
70.6 101.2 85.9 
70.6 63.3 66.9 
38.1 39 .9 34.0 
50.6 so . 6 50.6 
63.3 56.2 59.8 
63.3 44., 6 53.,9 
89.,3 70 .6 79.9 
Total Average Resolution ~ 64.1 lines/mm 
III-B 
Film • • •••.•••••.• Panatomic~x 
Cam:ora ••••••••••• P-2 
Focal Length •• ~ •• l50 mm 
Fram:e D~ve1oper & Time f/st op 
No. 
1 D-19 7 min f/4 
2 Tl II f/4 
3 II 11 f/5.6 
4 II II f/5.6 
5 11 " f/5.6 
6 II II f/5.6 
Filter •••••••••••• None 
Shutter Speed ••••• l/1000 Second 
Altitude •••••••••• 4760 1 
Resolution Jrverage 
(lines/mm) Resolution 
v H (lines/mm) 
26.3 37.2 31.8 
47.0 47 .o 47.0 
37.2 41.5 39.4 
47.0 41.5 44.2 
26.3 33.0 29.6 
52.5 52.5 52.5 
Total Average Resolution = 40.7 lines / mm 
III-0 
Film •••• ••• ••••• • Panatomic-X 
Cronera ••••••••••• P-2 
Fo ca.l Length ••••• 150 mm 
Frame Deve lope r & Time f/stop 
No .. 
1 D- 19 7 mi n f'/5.6 
2 It " n 
3 fl I! " 
4 1! II It 
5 !I It " 
6 " 
II It 
'7 It It II 
8 n IT f! 
9 f! II If 
10 II 11 f'/4 
ll " I I f! 
12 II 11 II 
Filter • • • • •• ••• ••• None 
Shutter Speed ••••• l/1000 Second 
Altitude •••••••••• 8900' 
Resolution Average 
(lines/mm) Resolution 
v H (l ines/mm) 
34 . 8 39.3 37.0 
34 . 8 34 . 8 34.8 
49 . 1 49.1 49 . 1 
49.1 55 . 7 52e4 
49.1 34 . 8 41.9 
39 . 3 39 . 3 39.3 
55. 7 61.9 58.8 
39 .3 43 . 9 41.6 
22.0 30. 9 26.5 
61 .. 9 49 .1 55.5 
34 .. 8 49.1 41. .9 
42o9 42.9 42.9 
Total Average Resolution - 42.9 lines/mm 
III-D 
Film •.••••••••••• Panatomic-X 
Cameraooo•••&o$ooP-2 
Foe al Length ••••• 150 rmn. 
Frame Developer & !ime .fjstop 
No. 
1 D-19 8 min .f/5.6 
2 II II I! 
3 II !! II 
4 II " 
II 
5 !! II n 
6 It II II 
7 II II II 
8 II II II 
9 II !! 11 
Filter •••••••••••• Yellmv 
Shutter Speed ••••• l/1000 Second 
Altitudeoeoeooooool9~400' 
Keso lut ~on lrverage 
( lines/rmn.) Resolution 
v H (lines/mm) 
75$8 75.8 75.8 
42o6 53o5 48.0 
42o6 47o9 45o2 
67 .. 4 67.4 67.4 
47.9 42.6 45.2 
60.2 47.9 54 .. 0 
53o5 67.4 60.4 
47.9 47.9 47.9 
47 . 9 42o6 45.2 
Total Average Resolution = 54.4 linesjmm 
II I-E 
Film ••••••••••••• Panatomic=X 
Camera •••••• o •••• P-2 
Foe al I.ength ••• o .150 nnn 
Frame Developer & Time f /sto p 
No .. 
1 D-76 15 min f/5.,6 
2 II II II 
3 II II II 
4 rr 11 rt 
5 D-19 10 min II 
6 !I II II 
7 D-11 8 min rt 
Filter •••••• • •••• • Yellow 
Shutter Speedo • • • • l/1000 Second 
Altitude •••••••••• 29,400 ' 
Resolution Av-erage 
(lines/mm) Resolution 
v H ( li.nes/mrn) 
81..0 81.0 81 QO 
90.5 101 . 0 95.7 
72e0 81.0 76.5 
81 "0 81.0 81.0 
72.0 72 . 0 72.0 
81.0 90.,5 85 . 8 
73.9 81.,0 7'7 .5 
Tota 1 Average Resolution ::: 82.0 1 i.nes/mm 
II I-F 
Fi l m •••••••• ••• •• so- 1121 
Camera. •••• ••• • ••.• P-2 
Focal Length •••• • 80 mm 
Frame Developer & Time 
No. 
l D-76 4 min 
2 II IT 
3 " " 
4 II "7 min 
5 II II 
6 II II 
7 " 10 min 
8 " 
II 
9 It 11 
10 D-19 4 min 
11 II II 
12 II II 
13 II 7 min 
14 II IT 
15 II II 
16 II 10 min 
17 II " 
18 II II 
19 D-11 4 min 
20 11 11 
21 II II 
22 " 7 min 
23 II II 
24 II II 
f/stop 
f/5 . 6 
f/8 
f / 8 
f / 5 .6 
f / 8 
f/11 
f/5 . 6 
r / 8 
r/n 
f/5 .6 
r / 8 
r/ n 
f/5 .6 
f / 8 
r/n 
f/5 . 6 
f/8 
r/n 
f'/5 . 6 
f/8 
f/11 
f / 5 . 6 
rjs 
f / 11 
Filter • ••••••• • ••• Ye l l crw 
Shut ter Speed •••• • l / 1000 Second 
Alt itude •• • • • ••••• 3000 1 
Resolut i on Aver age 
( line !'l/mm) Resolution 
v H (line s/ mm) 
52 .9 41 .. 9 47. 4 
66.7 52.9 59. 8 
52.9 41. 9 47. 4 
41.9 47.4 45.6 
52. 9 47.4 50. 2 
66 . 7 52 . 9 59.8 
52 .9 47 . 4 50 .2 
60.0 47 .4 53.7 
47.4 47.4 47.4 
41.9 47.4 45.6 
41.9 41.9 41.9 
41.9 33 .3 37 . 6 
41.9 37.5 39 . 7 
52. 9 4l.Q 47.4 
60.0 . 41. 9 50. 9 
37.5 30.0 33 . 7 
41 . 9 30.0 35. 9 
47 . 4 41.9 45 . 6 
41. 9 33 . 3 37 .,6 
47 . 4 30 . 0 38.7 
66.7 47. 4 57.0 
52.9 37 . 5 45 . 2 
52. 9 37 .5 45.2 
37.5 30 .0 33.7 
Tot al Ave rage Resol u t i on = 45.6 l ines/mm 
III - G 
Film • • • •• • o ooooo.SO~ll2l 
Ca:mera . o o. o o o o • •• P -2 
Focal Length ••••• l50 mm 
Frai!l!l Deve lopar & Time 
No. 
1 D- 19 4 min 
2 " " 
3 II " 
4 " t! 
5 If t! 
6 ll tt 
7 " 
II 
f/s ·top 
f/8 
f/8 
f/5.6 
II 
II 
II 
" 
Filteroo• ••••• o••oNone 
Shutter Speed •••• ol/1000 Second 
Al:titudeo •• •••• o oo4660' 
Resolution Average 
(l i nes/mm) Resolution 
v H (lines/mm) 
40 . 7 40.7 40.7 
5lo 4 36.4 43.9 
25 .7 29.1 27 . 4 
46 .0 46 . 0 46 .0 
20o6 20.6 20.6 
40 . 7 36.4 38 !6 
20.6 1,6.2 18o4 
Total Averag e Resolution - 33 Q6 lines/mm 
III-H 
Filmooooouoo oooooS0 -1121 
Camera ••• •••• •••• P-2 
Focal Length ••••• 150 mm 
Frame Developer & Time 
No. 
1 D- 19 4 min 
2 II II 
3 II II 
4 " 
II 
5 I! " 
6 n ll 
7 1! 1! 
8 1! If 
9 11 !! 
10 !t l! 
11 '1 n 
12 1! T! 
13 T! i1 
14 !! It 
15 ' l ?1 
16 ! l 1l 
f/s t op 
f/8 
II 
If 
II 
II 
11 
f/5 .6 
" 
11 
11 
!I 
., 
11 
" 
I! 
.. 
Fil ter ooooo ooo ooooNone 
Shutter Speed ••••• l / 1000 Second 
Altitude •••• • •• ••• 9600 1 
Resolution Average 
( lines/mm) Resolution 
v H (1ines/mm) 
23.7 33.4 28 . 6 
29.8 37. 5 33o6 
37. 5 42 . 4 39.9 
42.4 47.4 49.9 
37.5 37 .5 37.5 
37.5 37.5 37 .5 
42.4 47.4 49.9 
53.,0 47 . 4 50 .. 2 
47.4 47.4 47 ., 4 
42 ., 4 42 . 4 42 .4 
37. 5 33 .4 35.4 
42.4 42.4 42.,4 
42.4 42.4 42 .4 
53.0 47.4 50.2 
60.0 53.0 56.5 
47.4 42.4 49.9 
Total Averag e Resolut i on = 42.4 lines/mm 
III - I 
Film •• •• • .• • ••• • • Pl us - X 
Camera. •• • • • . ••• • • P=2 
Focal Length • ••• • 80 mm 
Fr ame Developer & Time 
Noo 
1 D-76 4 min 
2 II " 
3 It It 
4 I I 7 min 
5 II 
" 6 II 11 
7 II 10 min 
8 II 
" 
9 I! II 
10 D- 19 4 min 
11 " 
fl 
12 II II 
13 II 7 min 
14 II II 
15 II n 
16 II 10 mi n 
17 II I! 
18 I! II 
19 D-11 4 min 
20 II 
" 
21 II II 
22 II 7 min 
23 II II 
24 II !! 
f/s t op 
f /5.6 
f /8 
f/ll 
f / 5. 6 
f/8 
f'/11 
f /5 . 6 
t:/8 
f/1 1 
f/5 . 6 
f/8 
i/11 
f/5 . 6 
1 .. /8 
r/n 
f/5 . 6 
f /8 
i / 11 
r/5.6 
f/8 
f / 11 
f/5.6 
f / 8 
:r"/11 
Filter . ooo o o ooo ooo Yel1~r 
Shutter Speed • • • . • 1/1000 Se c ond. 
A1titudeo oooooo ooo4950 9 
Resoluti on Aver age 
(lines/mm) Resolution 
v H ( lines/mrn) 
39. 1 43.7 41 , 4 
43 . 7 43 . 7 43 . 7 
49 . 5 61. 9 55 . 7 
34. 9 34.9 34 . 9 
34o9 34.9 34o9 
30.9 30.9 30 .9 
43 . '7 39.1 41 . 4 
49 o5 43.7 46.6 
43 . '7 49.5 46 . 6 
30.9 24.5 27 . 7 
30 . 9 30.9 30. 9 
39.1 43.7 41. 4 
43 . 7 39.1 41 , 4 
34 . 9 34., 9 34 .. 9 
34 , 9 30.9 32 ., 9 
24 .,5 27 . 5 26. 0 
30. 9 27.5 29 .,2 
39. 1 39 . 1 39.1 
43. 7 43 ., 7 43 , 7 
34.9 39.1 37 .0 
49.5 39 . 1 44 . 3 
34. 9 39.1 37.0 
34.9 34.,9 34 ., 9 
34. 9 39 o1 37., 0 
Total Average Resd1ut ion = 38 . 1 1ines / mm 
III-J 
Frame 
No . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Film • . • o•••o• •• o•Aero~XX 
Camera . o • ••• o •o • • P-2 
Fo ca. l Length • •••. G 80 mm 
Deve loper & Time 
D=76 4 mi n 
" 
I! 
!I f! 
tr 
" 
!I '7 min I 
I! II 
" " 
11 II 
I! 10 min 
!I 
" 
I! !I 
1l I! 
D=l9 4 min 
n II 
rr H 
ll It 
1! 7 min 
n II 
! ~ 10 " 
.. I! 
" 
" 
l' f! 
D ·~Il 4 min 
It IT 
D ~·1.l 4 min 
l! II 
D- 11 7 min 
! I rr 
ll 
" 
!! !I 
f/s t op 
f/4 
f/5.6 
f/8 
f/ ll 
.f/4 
i/5.6 
f/8 
f/11. 
f/4 
f/5.6 
f/8 
f/11 
f/4 
f /5 . 6 ffB 
..;;1 ~ I .L 
f/4 
f/5.6 
f/4 
f /5. 6 
f/8 
f/11 
f/4 
f/5. 6 
f/8 
f/11 
f/4 
f/5.6 
f/8 
r/n 
Filter • ••• • o •• o o • o Ye llow 
Shut ter Speed ••• ul/ 1000 Se cond 
Altitude .o ••••• • • •3050 ' 
Resolution Averag e 
( lines/nnn ) Reso l ution 
v H ( lines/mm) 
26 .9 33 . 9 30 . 4 
21 .5 24. 1 22 . 8 
38 .1 38 .1 38 . 1 
24. 1 30.5 27.8 
42 . 6 48.2 45 . 4 
42 .6 48.2. 45 . 4 
53 . 8 42.6 48 . 2 
_,....,.I>.O.IC"' 
...O<A>-·-· -... ..... --
33 .9 38 .1 36 . 0 
48 . 2 48.2 48 . 2 
48 0 2 48 .2 -48 . 2 
5~ .8 53 . 8 53 . 8 
42 . 6 30.5 36.5 
33.9 38ol 36 o0 
2L5 30.5 26 . 0 
38 . 1 42.6 40 . 4 
38.1 38.1 38 . 1 
26.9 33 . 9 30 . 4 
38.1 38 .1 38 . 1 
38 . 1 :J.)o 1 38 . 1 
33 . 9 3 ·'3 0 l 36 . 0 
42.6 42 . 6 4:2 . 6 
38. 1 38 . 1 38 . 1 
42 . 6 38. 1 40 . 4 
42 . 6 42.6 42 . 6 
48.2 42 . 6 45.4 
26.9 24 . 1 25 . 5 
30.5 30. 5 30.5 
38. 1 48 . 2 43 . 1 
48o2 42 o6 45 .. 4 
Total Average Reso luti on = 38 .5 l i nes/rom 
III-K 
Film. oo o. o . oo o o. oS0-1121 
Camera ••••• • • o •• • K~17 
Focal Lengt h. oo • • 12n 
Filte r. o ••• o •••••• Yell ow· 
Shutter Spe ed • • ••• 1/225 Second 
Al t:L t"'...lde. o o. o. , o. o4220 & *4920 v 
Fr ame Developer & Ti me £/stop Re soJ.ution Ave r0.ge 
No. ( l ines /nnn) Reso lut ion 
v H ( 1 ine s /nnn) 
1 D-19 4 min £'/11 6 . 9 27 . '7 1'7 ., 3 
2 II n I! 6 . 9 4. 9 5., 9 
3 !I tl II 4. 9 19.5 12 . 2 
4 !! ,, !I 15. 5 17 . 5 16.5 
5 H II 
" 15 . 5 11.1 13 . 3 
6 H ! l 11 1 2. 3 17 .5 14. 9 
7 H 'l !! 9. 8 22.2 16 .0 
8 t-r ~ ! 1!' 11., 1 13 . 8 12. 4 
Total Average Resolution ,. 13. 6 lines/nun 
*1 D~76 10 min f~ll 10. 2 14. 3 12 . 2 
*2 I! II 7 . 2 32 . 3 19 o7 
*3 tl il II 22 . 8 10.2 16 . 5 
*4 It tl !t 12 . 9 25 . 8 19 . 3 
...- s !I II p s.o 14. 3 11. 2 
"l< 6 f! ' l 0' 25o8 11.4 18 . 6 
:t.'? ll !! !I 16 . 1 40 . 7 28 . 4 
;.-g 
" 
?! 
" :i.{J: o 3 7.2 10 . 7 
*·9 ll !! ,., 16 . 1 28 . 7 22 o4: 
To·tal Ave rs.g e Resolution :::: 17 . ? lines/nun 
III-L 
Film • • • •• •••• •• oS0-1121 
Ca!l'era. . o o o •• o • • o . K=1 7 
Focal Length • •• o o 12 11 
Frame Developer & Time 
No . 
1 D=76 10 min 
2 I! II 
3 1! H 
4 ,. n 
5 1! !! 
6 l' n 
7 .. · ~ 
8 ~~ 1! 
9 n 11 
10 ,. H 
lJ. .. •r 
1.2 ,, r ~· 
13 ,,. ! t 
14 ' ! ., 
~.5 ' I '! ': 
-.e: .. H 
l'l " II 
Total Average 
*1 D~l9 4 min 
*2 II !t 
*3 II II 
*4 II I! 
*5 " It 
*6 11 " 
*7 ! t !! 
*8 " ! ! 
f/stop 
f/11 
!i 
I! 
I! 
~~ 
! r 
,, 
!I 
11 
q 
'i: 
" 
·n 
~ ~ 
" 
,, 
Filte rooo•o•• • ••••Yellow 
Shutter Speed . oo •• l/225 Second 
Alt itu.de o o o. o o o •• • 9250 &*9600 7 
Res ol ution Average 
(lines /rrnn) Resolution 
v H ( :..i.nes/rmn) 
2L4 26.9 24 . 2 
1'7 . 1 15.2 16.1 
9.6 33 . 9 21 . 8 
12 . 0 13. 5 12 . 7 
29.9 26.9 28.4 
19 o2 1'7 . 1 18 . 1 
24 . 3 24. 3 24. 3 
19 . 2 19 . 2 19 . 2 
9. 6 15o2 12. 4 
10.'7 26 . 9 18 o8 
24. 3 21.4 22 . 9 
19 .2 21.4 20 o3 
15. 2 33.9 24 . 5 
l'? ol 10.7 13. 9 
13. 5 3.3 . 9 23.'7 
10 . 7 l0 o7 l0 o1 
9, 6 21..·4 15. 5 
Resolution 
- 19 . 2 1 · I .J.nes1 nnn 
f/11 15 . ? 28 o0 21. 9 
II 22o2 28 . 0 25 . 1 
II 31. 5 28 o0 29 . 7 
!I 22 . 2 25 . 2 23. '7 
n 22o2 31.5 26 . 9 
,, 12.5 31 . 5 22.0 
11 17.8 28 . 0 22 . 9 
Y! 28.0 3lo 5 24 . 7 
Total Average Res olution ~ 25.2 lines /mm 
Filmo o o~oooooooooAero=XX 
Camera ••••••••••• K-17 
Focal Lengt h • ••• • sn 
Frame Developer & Time 
No. 
1 D-19 4 min 
2 II It 
3 It I! 
4 " 
I! 
5 11 It 
6 IT n 
f/s t op 
f/8 
II 
" 
II 
" 
!! 
Filter •••••••••••• Yellow 
Shutter Speed ••••• l/300 Second 
Alt:i tude ••• • o •• o • o 2480 1 
Resolution Average 
( l ines/lTIDl) Resolution 
v H ( l i nes/mm) 
5o7 5o7 5. 7 
'7 . 2 22.9 14. 6 
8o 1 5.1 6.6 
18.2 10.3 14. 2 
-------
--- mo.- - c . .-~ 
10.3 5.1 7.7 
Total Averag e Reso lution = 9.9 lines/rom 
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For many purposes, Angular Resolution in radians and Ground 
Resolved Distance in f eet are more meaningful ihan resolution in 
lines/mmo For this reason and also to present the data as clearly 
as possible~ the resolution was converted into these units, and all 
three units are presented in the report o The methods o.f conversion 
a r e given below : 
Ra :: 1 X 1 (2) 
Rn FL 
where 
Ra = Angular resolution, radians 
Rn = Average negative resolution .for 
a given series~ lh:~es/mm 
FL :: Focal Length of Lens 9 mm 
and 
GRD = Ra X A (3) 
where 
GRD :::: Ground Resolved Distance, feet 
Ra = Angular Resolution~ radians 
A - Altitude~ feet -
The r esults of' these computations are listed in Table IV. 
FILM 
Pe.n-X 
P- 2 
S0- 1121 
P-2 
Aero -XX 
P-2 
P1us-X 
P- 2 
so ... 1121 
K- 17 
Aero ~xx; 
}{ ... 17 
TABLE IV 
AVERAGE NEGATIVE LINEAR AND ANGULAR RES OLUTION 
AN D GROUND RESO LVED DISTANCE, 
P- 2 AND K-17 CAMERAS 
FOCAL lENGTH ALTITUDE AVG NEGATIVE ANGULAR 
(feet ) RESO LUTI ON RES OLUTION 
(lines / mm ) ( radial,!!) 
X 10 
80 nnn 4150 65.2 lo 91 
80 mm 5060 63 . 1 1. 98 
150 mrn 4760 46 . 7 1.64 
150 mm 8900 42o9 1.55 
150 mm 19400 54.4 1.22 
150 mm 29400 82. 0 0.81 
80 mm 3000 45o6 2.74 
150 nnn 4660 33 .6 1.98 
150 mm 9660 42. 4 1. 57 
... 
80 mm 3050 38. 5 3.24 
- -
80 mm 4950 38. 1 ;3, 28 
-
-
12" 4920 l 7. 7 1. 66 
12" 4220 13 . 6 2!41 
12'1 9250 19 . 2 1, 7l 
12'' 9600 25,2 1,30 
--
6'' 2480 9. 9 6. 93 
-
-
FL A RP. Re. 
-- - - -
GROUND 
RESOLVED 
DIS TANCE 
(feet ) 
0.79 
1.00 
0.78 
1.38 
2. 37 
2. 39 
o. n 
o. 92 
1. 51 
0. 99 
l .BZ 
0. 91 
l. . 02 
1, 58 
1,,~ 5 
--
1 , 64; 
CHW 
The negatives are the fir~t step towards interpretation~ but 
generally~ paper prints are made and the interpretation of the 
photog raphs is made from thi!>mo To determine the loss in information 
due to t he printing process 9 selected negatives were used to make 
contact and enlarged pri nts representing all four fiJ.Jru:;» all foca l 
length lenses and. all att i tudes fo r both the P -2 and K~l7 cameras o 
The enlarging was ca.re .f'ully done using a high quality Veigel_, 
Exact 66 Enlarger with a.n fj4, 5 Sc-hne i der Componar l ens . 
Using procedures similar to t hose used with ·the negatives 
Resolution~ Angular Resolution and Ground Resolved Dis tance were 
calculated from the pri.nt so The method of calculat ion is~ 
where 
Rp ::l: 
Rn = 
M :::: 
Rp := Rn 
M 
Print Resoluti onJ line s/mrn 
Negat ive Reso lut ion, line s/mm~ computed as in 
Equation l but us i :ng l;W of the line unit read 
on the print. · 
Magnification of t he pr in:f:; in the enlar ging process. 
(4) 
Angular Resolution and Ground Resolved Distance of the prints 
were computed as follows~ 
where 
Ra 
Rp 
~dj . FL 
Ra ::; 1 X 
Hp 
= Angu lar Resolution, lines/mm 
:::: Print Reso lution» l:ines/mm 
:::: Foca.l Length of the lens times Magnification_, nnn. 
( 5) 
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and 
where 
GRD 
Ra 
A 
GRD ~ Ra X A 
• Ground Resolved Distance 3 feet 
s Ang ular Resolution, radians 
:::: Altitude., feet 
The same computations are made to determine the Resolution~ 
Angular Resolution m1d Ground Resolved D·istance of the positive 
transparencies. 
The results of these c omputati ons are g iven in Ta.ble V» fo r 
the prints~ and in Table VI 9 for the transparencies. 
Figures 16 through 37 compris e the prints and transparencies 
discussed in this and other sections of t he thesis. 
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{ 3) 
Fig. 16 
Fig. 17 
Panatomic -X~ P··2 Camera , 80 mm Schneider Xen ota.r , f/5. 6 
at 1/1000 Second 3 5060 feet Altitude, X4 . 40 Magn ification 
Panatom:ic-X, P~2 Carne rn, 150 mm Schneider Xenotar, f/5 . 6 
at l /1000 Second, 4760 feet Altitude, X2.17 Magnification 
Fig . 18 
Fig . 19 
Panatomic-X» P~2 Camera, 150 mm Schneider Xenotar, f/4 at 
1/1000 Second, 8900 feet Altitude, X4.54 Magnification 
Panatomic-X, P-2 Camera 3 150 mm Schneider XenotarD f/5o6 
at 1/1000 Second, 19D400 feet Altitude, X8 . 76 Magnification 
Fig. 20 
Fig. 21 
S0-1121~ P=2 Camera, 80 mm Schneider Xenotar, f/11 at 
l/1000 Second ~ 3000 feet Altitude~ X2.95 Magnification 
S0-1121, P=2 Camera~ 150 nw Scm1e ider Xenotar 9 f/5.6 
at l/1000 Seconds 4660 feet Altitude 9 X2.19 Magnification 
Figo 22 
Fig~ 23 
SO-ll2ls P~2 Camera, 150 mm-Schneider Xenotar, f/5o6 at 
1/1000 Second. 9600 feet Altitude. X2$15 Magnification 
S0-1121 . P-2 Camera~ 150 mm Schneider Xenotar6 f/5o6 at 
1/1000 Second~ 9600 fee t Altitude~ X4o36 Magnification 
Fig. 24 
Fig. 25 
Aero~XX. P-2 Came ra, 80 mm Schneider Xenotar 9 f/8 at 
l/1000 Second , 3050 feet Altit ude.9 X4o 75 Magnification 
Aero-XX, P~2 Camera, 80 mm Sc hneider Xenota.r , f/8 at 
l/1000 Second, 3050 feet Altitude, X2o64 Magnification 
Fig. 26 
Fig. 27 
Aero~XX , P~2 Crumera, 80 mm Schneider Xenot ar b f /8 ~t 
l/1000 Second, 3050 feet Altitude 8 X2.34 Magnificati on 
Plus-x . P=2 Camera, 80 mm Schne i de r Xenotar~ f/8 at 
l/1000 Second~ 4950 fee t AltitudeD X4o25 Magn~ficati on 
Fig. 2 8 SO=ll2ls K=l7 Ca:roora~ 12 11 Aero Ektar 3 f/11 . 1/225 Second 9 
4290 fee t Altitude, Xl Magnifi cati on 
Fig. 29 S0-112 1 ~ K=l7 Camera, 12 " Aero Ektars f/ll at 1/225 Second 9 
9250 fee t Al ti tude 9 Xl Magnification 
Fig. 30 S0- 1121, K-17 Camera, 12" Aero Ektar~ f/11 at 1225 Se cond, 
9250 feet Altitude, X2 .31 Magnificati on 
Fig. 31 Aero-XX:, K-17 Camera~ 6" Ae ro Ekta.r8 f/8 at l/300 Second, 
2480 feet Altitude., Xl Magnifi cation 
Fig o 32 Aer o-X.Xs K-17 Camera, 6" Aer o Ektar, f / 8 at l /300 Second , 
2480 feet Altitude 3 X2o l Magn i f ication 
Panatomic-X, P-2 Camera, 80 mm Schneider Xenotar, f/5.6 at 
1/1000 Seconds 5060 feet Altitude, X3.54 Magnification 
·, 


Fig. 35 
Figo 36 
Aero-XX~ P-2 C~era, 80 mm Schneider Xenotar, f/8 at 
1/1000 Second 3 30EO feet ~ Altitude~ X2.34 Magnification 
i 
S0-1121, P-2 Camera., 150 mm Schneider Xenotar, f/5.6 at 
1/1000 Second, 4660 feet Altitude, X2.19 Magnification 

Fig. 37 S0-1121, K-17 Carrera3 12" /Aero Ektar 3 f/11 at 1/225 
Second, 4290 feet A1titud$~ Xl Magnification 
(Inset)--Aero-XX, K-17 Cruhera, 6 11 Aero Ektar, f/8 
at 1/300 Second, 2480 fee~ Altitude 3 Xl Magnification 
I 

FILM FOCAL 
AND LENGTH 
CAMERA 
Pan= X 80 rmn 
P=2 
150 mm 
150 nun . 
150 rmn 
SO=ll21 80 mm 
P=2 
150 mm 
150 mm 
150 rmn 
Aere=XX 80 nun 
P~2 80 nun 
go mm 
P1us=X 80 rnm 
P=2 
SO-ll21 12" 
K-17 1211 
12 11 
Aero= XX 6" 
K=l7 6" 
FL 
TABLE V 
PRINT HAGNIFICATIONS, AVERAGE LINEAR AND ANGJLAR RESOLUTIONS 
AN D GROUND RESOLVED DISTANCE P- 2 AND K=17 CAMERAS 
ALT NEGATIVE PRINT MAGNI ADJ ANGULAR 
(feet) RESOLUTION RESOLUTION FICA FL RESO LUTION 
. (1/nun) (1/rmn) TION (rmn) (radit ns) 
5060 50. 6 1h. l 3. 59 287.2 2.46 X 10=4 
4760 33.1 15 .2 2.17 325.5 L41 
8900 43.9 9. 7 4. 54 681.0 1.51 
19400 70.0 8.0 8. 76 1314.0 1.15 
3000 33.3 ll .3 2.95 236.0 3. 15 
4660 '25. 7 lL7 2. 19 328 . 5 2.60 
9600 47.4 10.9 4. 36 654.0 1 .40 
9600 37 . 5 17.4 2.15 322.5 L78 
3050 26.9 5.7 4. 75 380.0 4. 62 
3050 33 . 9 12.8 2. 64 211 .2 ; .69 
3050 30. 5 13.0 2.34 187.2 4.ll 
491JJ .34.9 8.2 4.25 340.0 3.59 
4120 9.0 9.0 1 304.8 3.64 
9250 19.2 19.2 1 304.8 1~71 
9250 15.2 6.6 2.31 304.8 2.15 
2480 10.3 10.3 1 152.4 6.37 
2480 9.2 4.9 2.1 320.0 6.38 
A Rn Rp M AdjF1 Ra 
GROUND 
RESOLVED 
DISTANCE 
(feet) 
1 a2h 
0.67 
l.34 
2.2} 
1.12 
L21 
L34 
L71 
L41 
1.12 
1.25 
1.78 
1.79 
1.58 
1.99 
1.58 
1. .58 
GRD 
TABLE VI 
TRANSPARENCY MAGNIFICATIONS, AVERAGE LINEAR AND ANGULAR RESOLUTIONS 
AND GROUND RESOLVED DISTANCE P=2 AND K-17 CAMERAS 
FILM FOCAL ALT NEGATIVE rrRANSPARENC MAGNI ADJ ANGULAR AND LENGTH (feet ) RESOWTION RESOLUTION FICA FL RESOLUTION 
CAMERA (1/mm) (1/mm) TION (rum) ( . . l radJ.ans , 
Pan=X 80 mm 5060 56o2 15e7 3o59 28? o2 2o22 X 10=~ 
P=2 
150 mm 8900 43.9 9.? 4. 54 681.0 L 5 
S0- 1121 150 mm 4660 41.6 21.3 2.19 328o 5 1.43 
P=2 
Aero-XX 80 mm 3050 38.1 16.3 2.34 187.2 3.28 
P=2 
S0-1121 1211 4220 11.1 11.1 1 30.4.8 2.96 
K-17 
Aero-XX 6'' 2480 11.8 11.8 1 152.4 5.56 
K-17 
FL A Rn Rp M AdjFL Ra 
GROUND 
RESOLVED 
DISTANCE 
(feet ) 
1.12 
1.340 
6.666 
1 .000 
1.27 
L38 
GRD 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
In the compilation of the re~ult~ and in the analysis of the 
prints and trensparenc ies of t he preceding s action~ an attempt 
has been made to include exarrples of the variables present in this 
experiment as def'ined in +lle Statement of the Problem. Variable 
factors included processing, exposure~ films, lenses, altitudes 
and cameras. In this section, the results will be unified into 
groups under, and discussed in relat ion to, these factors. This 
discussion will follow tlle general headings listed below: 
A. Processing and Exposure 
B. Film Types 
C. The 80 mm ~1d the 150 mm Schneider Xenotar, P-2 Lens es 
D. The P-2 Camera ru;.cl. ;;he K-17 Camera 
E. Negative, Pr int and Transpa rency Qualities 
Pr eced ing tl-JB d iscussion of these factors (excepting A aboveL 
the data on which the d i s cuss ion is based will be withdrawn from 
Tables III ., IV, V and VI and will be presented. In most cases, 
only a part of the data i~ pertinent to the factor under considera -
tion, therefore , presenting that data again, standing alone, will 
make it more conven ient and accessible to the readers. 
A. Process ing and Expo~ure 
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Table III, A, F, I and J tabulates the resolution~ obtained 
for each film type at e ach exposure-developer-t ime combination. 
Little success was hrui in attempting to correlate resolution 
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vvith either exposure~ deve loper or time of development. High, average 
and low resolution values are distributed throughout each table in a 
completely random merme r~ apparently irrlependent of the effects of 
exposure or development. On the other hands considering t he 
negatives from a standpo i nt of over-all quality in shadow and high-
light dete.ilss tl:ose which are properly exposed and developed are 
capable of yielding n:ore over-all :information~ primarily because of 
the h:igher sr1a.dow detail contrast. 
B. Film Types 
In this c omparhon of the four film types~ the negatives 
exposed in t.'h.e P=2 camera wi i:h the 80 mm. Schneider Xenotar lens 
were used as the basis of oomp~rison. 
FILM ALTITUDE AVERAGE RESOLUTION ANGULAR RESOLUTION 
(feet;) ~lines/mm) ( radian~ ) 
Panatomic-X 5060 63.1 lo98 X 10-4 
so~1121 3000 45 .6 2o 7•..: 
Aero-XX 3050 38o5 3.24 
Plus-X 4950 38.1 3o28 
On t.1.e bas is of these fi.gures 9 the films may be listed in 
decreasing order of capability as: 
Panatomi e-X 
S0-1121 
Aero-XX and Plus-X 
Although these results are w}.e"t would be expected from a 
lmowledge of tl:e films 9 the most notable feature is the amount by 
which one emulsion surpasl'!es another. SO~l1 2 1 is about 19% better 
tl+an Aero ~XX and Plus -X~ while Panatomic-X is a bout 66% e.bove 
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Aero-:XX and Plus-X and 40% above SO-ll2L Aero-XX and Plus-X are very 
nearly the same, probably because the higher red sensitivity and 
contrast of the aerial film offsets resolution-wise the somewhat finer 
grain of the Plus~X. 
Unfortunately 9 the films were not all flown at the same a l titude. 
However, tie alt itude diffe r ence is only 2000 feet and while decreased 
~cale favors the resolutions at the lower altitudes_, de creased effects 
of image motion favo r those at the higher altitudeo In the author 1s 
opinion, thB figures g iven are sufficiently representative to permi t 
the comparison listed above, particu larly since the ssme order exists 
throughout the e xre rime nt 0 
c. The 80 11'lll1 and 150 :mm Schneide r Xen otar J P~2 Lenses 
FILM FL ', ALT RESOLUTION ANGULAR RESOLUTION GRD 
(Tiirii) (feet ) ( lines/mrn) (radians ) (.feet ) 
Pa.n-X 80 4 150 65.2 l. 91 X 10~4 Oo79 
150 5060 63.1 l o98 loOO 
150 L1760 40.7 lo64 0. 7 8 
S0-1121 80 3000 45o6 2o74 X lo-4 0. '7 2 
150 4660 3~'5 . 6 L98 0.92 
From this data~ i t is e·vident th'3.t 3 in terms of resolution~ the 
80 rrm lens is about 30% better than t he 150 mm lens. But the longer 
focal length of the latter yield~ a lower ang,ular resolution. If we 
now consider the qualit;y of each lens in regard to Ground Roeolved 
Distance~ we f in:i tha. t t he longer focal length of the 150 mm l enl!l 
compensates for its lower resolving power and that the end resu l ts 
from eacJJ. lens 9 within exper iment:a l limi.t:s~ are very much a. l ikeo 
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D. The P~2 Camera and t re K-17 Camera. 
FILM & ALTITUDE RESOLU'riON ANGULAR RESOLUTION GRD 
CAMERA (i'eet) (lines/mrn) (radians) (i'eet) 
S0-1121 
2.,74 X 10~4 80mm, P-2 3000 45.6 0.72 
150mrn, P -2 4660 33o6 1 0 98 o. 82 
150mm~ P~2 9600 42 o4 l o5 7 1.51 
so~1121 
12 11 » K-17 4920 15.6 2.13 X lo-4 0.97 
4220 22.2 1.50 1.41 
9250 l9o2 lo72 L58 
Aero-XX 
10-4 80mrn$ P-2 3050 38.5 3 .. 25 X 0.99 
Aero-XX 
6o63 X 10-4 6" K-17 2480 9 .. 9 1o64 , 
In e.ll of' the above cases.!) the P-2 camera. :!lurpa.sses the K-17 i n 
Resolution9 Angular Resolution and Grotmd Reso l ved Distance. 
E. Negative., Print and Tr ansparency Qualities 
RESOLUTION 
1lines /rr.m) 
ANGULAR RESOLUTION 
( ra.d ia.ns ) 
GROUND RESOLVED 
DISTANCE 
ti'eet) 
Pana.tomic-X, 80 mm9 P~2~ 8)60 1 Altitude ~ 
l o 98 X 10-4 
2o46 
Negative 63 . 1 
Print (X3 .. 59) '!4. 1 
Trensparency (X3 .. 59)15 o 7 
S0-1121, 80 mm P~2, 4660 1 Altitude~ 
Negative 33.6 
Print (X.2.19) 11.7 
Transpa rency (X.2 . 19 )2 1 o 3 
Aero-XX~ 80 mm P-2, 3050 ' Altitude g 
Negative 38 .5 
Print (X.2.34) 13 .0 
Transparency (X.2o34)16 . 3 
S0-1121 9 12" K-17 9 
Negative 
Pr i nt (Xl) 
Transpa r ency (Xl) 
4920 ~ Altit1.ld e ~ 
17 . 7 
9 .0 
llo l 
2.22 
1 .98 X 10~4 
2.60 
1 .43 
3.25 X 10-4 
4 oll 
3o28 
1 o85 X 10-4 
3 .64 
2 ,.96 
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RESOLUTION 
( lines/mm) 
ANGULAR RESOLUTION 
(radians) 
GROUND RESOLVED 
DISTANCE 
(feet) 
Aero -XX, 6'1 K-17 9 
Negative 
Print (Xl) 
Transparency (Xl) 
2 480 v Al·ti tude g 
13o6 
l0o3 
1L.8 
5o05 X 10-4 
6o37 
6 G56 
1.25 
1.,58 
1..38 
There is considerable loss in resolut ion in the enlarging and 
printing processes~ primarily due to t he inability of the positive 
material to retain tm r esolut i on present in the negatives. The 
transparencies listed in tm first three examples 0 which are enlarge-
:rrents $ are able to approach the ne gative GRD due to a decrease in GRD 
obtained in the enlargi11~ process. The prints are not able to do l!!o. 
The latter two examples are con tact prints~ and do not have the 
advantage of the enlarging process; as a resu ltD they cannot compete 
with the negatives in GRD o 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Through this study; useful data has been added to the general 
knowledge of the field of aerial camera miniaturization& From these 
data~ some conclusions and recommendations may be made. 
le It is believed that in this experiment, the P-2 camera vvas 
operating nea r its maximum capability under the c onditions 
described. Under these conditions, it is evident that, through a 
fairly wide range~ exposu re and process i ng have little effect on 
the resolving power capabilities of the sys t em. Through the 
comparisons made from the data~ the t wo outstanding requisites of 
high quality are the optical sys t em and the emulsion. The third 
photographic fact or in order of importance is image motion~ whi ch 
is best compensat ed fo r t hrough high shu t t e r speeds and stabi liza-
tion (also, t hrough image motion compensation, which has not been 
considered here). This does not imply that proper exposur e and 
processing rmy be di sregarded~ but tha t the system i tself is of 
prime impor tance. For exampl e 8 better results may be obtai ned 
with a good syst ems through higher shutter speeds, even if sligh t 
under-exposur e results, than with s l ow shut ter speeds and normal 
exposure. 
2. The rating given to each of the four film emulsions is 
that which would be expected. The fine-grained Panatomic-X has 
a distinct advantage over the others. SO~ll21 is one of a series of 
improvements over Aero-:XX. It is the prototype of a group of 
emulsions which i nclude improved vari at i ons knovm as S0-1159 and 
S0-1166. The main improvement incorporated in these later versions 
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i~ their higher red ~en~itivity. Their contrast and adaptability to 
proce~sing methods make them v ery acceptable for aerial work. 
Aero-XX and Plus-X are at about the ~arne resolution level and both 
are well below the other two film~. 
It may be ~afely recommended that when li ghting and atmospheric 
conditions permit ahd the requirements of the mi~sion are not for 
photographs from very high altitudes (or long-range obli.ques). the 
slower~ but finer ~·grained films should be the first choice of the 
aerial photographer. If~ however, the photographi c conditions are 
not at an optimum8 or if high contrast~ are ~pacifically required~ 
as in the examples above 9 a film in the class of S0-1121 (or the 
newer S0-1159 and 80-1166) i~ recommended. The other fil~~ 
Aero-XX and Plus-X9 are not recommended unles~ it is known that 
the sy~tem quality is s-Ll.ch tmt they meet the requirements of the 
missiono 
3. In a minia"bu.re camera system.9 the focal length of the lens 
should be determined by flight altitude. Considering the two lenses 
used with the miniature camera employed in this study9 the shorter 
focal length lens was found to have an advantage in resolving power 0 
but.9 on the other hand 9 the longer focal length lens was found to 
have an advantage as altitude was increased. This was due to the 
fact that Angular Resolution and Ground Resolved Distance decreaseD 
for a given resolution~as focal length increases. Therefore~ if 
resolving pmver decreases ~omewhat as focal length increases.9 the 
decrease may \~ll be compensated for in the end result by the longer 
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focal length itselfo Regardle~s of the focal length, the optics of a 
miniature camera ~ystem must re of the highe st possible quality if 
they are to provide a maximum in capability. 
4. It has been determined that the P-2 camera at least equal~ 
and ~ite oft en surpassed . in information gathering capability, the 
larger K-17 crumera for t he conditions encountered in this study. 
The r e are two reasons for this~ the first being the far superior 
optics of the P -2 and the second being its higher shutter speed . 
These high shutter speeds~ up to 1/2000 second~ are possible 
with considerably less design effort in a small camera and 
compl iment the advantages ga.ined from tr.e optical quality. In turn, 
design of the smaller, shorter focal lengt h lenses having high 
speeds t hemselves is ac complished with less effort and these lens 
speeds make the high shut ter speeds feasible. 
5. In order to gain the full use of the high quality of 
miniature systemsD every effort rrust be made to transfer the 
maximum information fromthe ne gative to the positive. The positive 
tren11parency offers the best means of doing this 11ince the losses 
inherent in paper prints can be a ms.jor limitation. In fa ct_, if 
the maximum is de11ired from a given negative~ consideration should 
be given to interpretation directly from the negative itself. 
In conclusion~ camera minia~~rization is capable of meeting the 
requirements of aerial reconnaissances not only in cases where there 
are size lim.i tations on the camera systems but in aerial phot ography 
in general. 
ABSTRACT 
In present day aerial photography, the ~ize and weight 
limitations on modern military reconnaissance systems have led to 
serious consideration of the advantages and disadva.ntageB of camera 
miniaturization. If a. standard format aerial ca.mera ir; described 
as one having a 9 X 9 inch format, those of a. smaller si ze may be 
termed miniature aerial cameras. They are generally considered 
to be those having film widths of 5 inches, 4! inches and 70 
millimeters. 
The purpose of this thesis was to make a flight test 
comparison of the photographic resolution capabilities of one 
miniature camera, the 70 X 70 mm format P-2, with a standard Air 
Force K-17 cameras Two lenses were used with each camera.: 80 mm 
and 150 mm, f/2. :8 Schneider Xenotars with the P~2 and 611 and 12 11 
Kodak Aero Ektars with the K- 17 . The primary objective was to 
determine whether, in spite of the reduced image size (scale)~ 
the miniature camera can at least match the standard camera in 
information gathering capability. Since the emulsion pl ays an 
important part in the system, several different types were 
considered in detail. 
During the gathering of the data in the flight test program, 
some variables were not individually considered, but every attempt 
was made to hold image degrading effects of these variables to a 
minimum. Aircraft movement and vibration were minimized by the use 
of a gyro-stabilized mount, photographic windows were not used and 
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the flight~ were flown only on good to excellent photographic d~y~o 
On the flight made using the K-17 came~, flap~ and gear were 
dropped thereby decreasing the ~ir~peedo 
In order to provide a range of emulsion characteristics» four 
E~t:man Kodak films were choseno They are g Aero-Super-XX (RoP o), 
Aero-:X:X ( SO..oll21)., Plu~ -X and Panatomi. c~Xo Sensitometric 
ch~racteriBtic cunre!! 9 derived from film!! proces~ed under the same 
conditions M the aerial filmsD ~re included with the report o 
The ma.jori ty of the flight te~t~ were flown in a B~26 type 
aircraft over the high contrast resolution targets painted on the 
roof of the Boston University Physical Re~earch Laboratories, 
Bo~ton, Massa.chusettso The one flight a t an a.lti tude of 29D400 
feet was flown in a B=50 tj~e a ircrafto 
The films were processed in Nikor tanks o Three developers 9 
Eastman Kodak ' ~ D-76 3 D=l9 and D-11 were emp loyedo By varying 
developer and exposur e 9 a. variety of results from over - exposed, 
over~developed negatives to under-expo~ed» underoodeveloped 
negatives were obtainedo 
After processing, . the nega.ti ve15 were analyzed for photographic 
resolution by experienced analy~ts of the Boston Univer~ity Physical 
Re~e~ch La.borator i eso Employing binocular microscopes, two analysts 
read the sma llest resolvable re~olution unit from each negative, 
print or transpa.rencyo Their :r.-esults were then a.veragedo The 
target itself consists of 26 high contrast units~ eac h unit is a 
set of three vertical and three horizontal lines 
V~T 0 
and is smaller than 
the one preceding it by a factor of 
Application of appropr i ate :mathem~.t ics to t he r e solut ion dat a 
(in line s/rmn) allowed conv ersion to Ang-u.h .. r Re solu t ion (in r adi ans ) 
and Gro und Res ol v ed Dis tM.ce (in fe et ) o 
I nt er pret ation of t h is data led to th e f ollmving ob s e rvation 5 o 
Fr om tl-.e s t andpoint of h igh contras t r esolution9 mod e rate v o.:riat i ons 
i n proces sing and exposure d o n ot hav e any appreci~ble e:ff ect . On 
the other hand 9 ove r'~ all pr J.n t qu ality 9 shadow det ail 9 e tc. would 
:5Uf f e r f r om extremes of eit h er expo:s ur e or deve lopment . In t erms 
of r e :5 o l v ing p ower 9 t he f ou r fi lms rrny b e lis ted i n descending ord e r 
a.:s ~ Panat omic- X9 S0-1121 and with Aero =XX and Plus-X g iving ab ou t 
equal resul t :s. The 80 nnn Schneider Xenotar l em> was found to be 
s omewhat bette r t han the 150 nnn lens s but the l.onge r f ocal leng t h 
of the lat ter "equalized" the r e:sults 9 in ter"llltS of Gr ound Re s ol v ed 
Di:!!tance "' due to i ts gr eater s cale . The P~2 oame :r.a 9 in a ll cas e s 9 
was able to n1a.tch or surpas s the K-.:.7 in terms of Re solut:l..onj) 
Angular Resolution and Ground Re solved Distance . Pr i nts and 
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posit i ve tran s par en'bie s made fr om the n e gatives showed a cons id.e rabl e 
l os s in r e so lution. Thi s loss 'VIJaS due primarily to the i.na.bili'bJ of 
the posit i ve material to r etain the r e solution fr om the n e gativ e s o 
Of the two pos itive mater i a l s D prints and trans parenc.ies ~ the pr ints 
suffe r ed the g r eatest los s in d etai l and r eso lution. 
Thes e r e sult s, part: i cula.rly t he c omparis on of the P=2 and K-17 
came ra.:5 s indicat e that t he mi niature ca.me J~e. is def i n ite l y able to 
compe t e with t he :5tand.a rd came ra in i n f orma tion gathe r ing capttbili.ty . 
There are requirement :s whic h mus t be metg the optica l sY:5tems of 
--
~mall format cameras must be of the highest poss i ble quality; 
whenever possible fine -grained emulsions should be consider ed ; 
the advantages of high shutter speeds obtainable in t he smaller 
camera should be us ed to the utrnosto The higher lens speeds of' 
these optical systems permit great er us e of thes e shutter speeds 
without undue under~ exposureo In any event~ slight under-exposure 
would be preferr ed to gr eater image rrDtion o 
The ratings given to t!:e four film typ e s are those which 
would be expe cted and demonstrate the advantage s of finer -grained 
films in aerial photography. 
Lens focal lengths for mi.niature crunera systems are limited, 
more or les s 0 by the s ize of the camera itself!) and the objective 
of maintaining size and we ight at a minirrnJ.m. Higher resolving 
power is r equired e.s f'ocal l ength decreases in order to retain the 
same Angular Reso lution and Ground Resolve d Distances again 
emphas izing the need for high quality optics o 
Reproduction of the negatives as positive prints or t:ra..'Yls-
parencies must be done wit h grea.t precis ion~ and consideration 
must be given to the us e of transparencie ss or int e rpretati on 
f'rom the negatives!) if maxi mum information is d e sired o 
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